Wireless local area networks still suffer from a severe performance discrepancy between different users in the uplink. This is because of the spatially varying channel conditions provided by the wireless medium. Cooperative medium access control (MAC) protocols as for example CoopMAC were proposed to mitigate this problem. In this work, it is shown that node cooperation implies a tradeoff between throughput and transmission cost, which depends on the degree of cooperation. A new distributed MAC protocol fairMAC is proposed that allows to adjust this tradeoff both from a helper node perspective and a network perspective. The benefits of fairMAC are shown both theoretically and by Monte Carlo simulation.
I. INTRODUCTION Distributed medium access control (MAC) is one of the enabling technologies for the success of wireless local area networks (WLAN). The carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) mechanism in the distributed coordination function (DCF) in IEEE 802.11 guarantees in the long term the same opportunity of accessing the channel medium to each user in the network independent of his channel conditions [1] . Additionally, multirate capabilities of IEEE 802.11 have enabled WLAN hotspots to serve users with different channel conditions simultaneously. In the uplink, different channel conditions however result in a strong discrepancy among the users with respect to the experienced throughput performance, depending on their position in the network. For instance, it was shown in [2] that imposing strict throughput fairness leads to significantly higher energy expenses for users with bad channel conditions and a severe throughput degradation for users with good channel conditions. Cooperation in wireless networks has drawn a lot of attention in order to mitigate throughput discrepancy between users in wireless networks. Based on the early results presented in [3] , it was shown that cooperation among nodes for transmission has the potential to combat the fading characteristics of wireless channels [4] . In [5] , [6] , the authors illustrated that cooperation between two users can be beneficial for both users, under the assumption of perfect time division multiple access. Distributed protocols were proposed to coordinate cooperation at the MAC layer, for instance rDCF [7] and CoopMAC [8] . Both protocols enable two-hop transmission as an alternative to direct transmission for WLAN. These protocols also coordinate cooperation on the physical layer [9] . The benefits of cooperation for the whole network have been discussed in [10] , [11] . However, most of the cooperative protocols proposed so far aim to optimize each packet flow separately and it is not clear if all users in the network can equally benefit from cooperation. In [7] , [8] , [12] , the authors proposed to select the best relay for each transmission separately. However, if one node is determined as the best relay for many nodes, its energy consumption This work has been supported by the UMIC Research Centre, RWTH Aachen University. It has been partially funded through the European Project ARAGORN.
will be very high compared to other nodes. In [13] we investigated distributed cooperative protocols for two users using DCF where both users were constrained to achieve same throughput with same energy consumption, i.e., full fairness. This was achieved by individual transmission power adaption for each user. Large throughput gains were observed with this approach, however the extension to scenarios with many users is unrealistic since the resulting transmission powers vary by orders of magnitude, which is incompatible with the typical characteristics of a power amplifier in a transmitter.
In this work, we restrict all transmitters to the same average transmit power during transmission. We impose strict throughput fairness as in [2] and [13] , i.e., on the long term, each node effectively transmits the same amount of information. For evaluation, we consider the effective throughput and the resulting transmission costs in terms of average energy per transmitted data. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• Based on the protocols Direct Link [1] and CoopMAC [8] , we define the new protocol fairMAC. In our protocol, each helping node postpones forwarding until the next transmission of an own packet. Jointly with its own packet, the helping node then forwards up to Q packets at the time from other nodes. The parameter Q allows the helping nodes to gradually adjust the tradeoff between throughput and transmission cost.
• We show that from a MAC perspective, fairMAC is for Q = 0 equivalent to Direct Link (optimum transmission costs at helping nodes) and for Q = ∞, it is equivalent to CoopMAC (optimum throughput under the throughput fairness constraint).
• We validate our results by comparing results from Monte Carlo simulations of fairMAC to theoretic results for Direct Link and CoopMAC. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section II, we present our system model. In Section III, we present the two reference strategies Direct Link and CoopMAC and define the new protocol fairMAC. We theoretically compare the three protocols in Section IV and we present and discuss numeric results in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL We consider a network of N nodes that seek to transmit their data to a common access point (AP). For each pair of nodes k, l of the network, we associate with the transmission from k to l the achievable rate R kl . We denote by R k the achievable rate for direct transmission from node k to the AP. Since we aim to guarantee the same throughput to all nodes in the network, irrespective of their transmission rates, we normalize the amount of data per packet to 1 nat. The packet length for a transmission from node k to the AP is then given by 1/R k . For the cooperative protocols CoopMAC and fairMAC (to be presented in Section III), some nodes have the possibility to transmit their packets to the AP via a helper. Following [8] , the helper is chosen such that the overall transmission length is minimized: h can help k if and only if
i.e., h is the best relay of k for two-hop transmission and transmitting from k via h to the AP is better than transmitting directly from k to the AP. We assume that node k knows the rate R k and if it has a helper h according to (1) , it also knows R kh . We have a quasi-static environment in mind where a part of the nodes continuously experiences a channel much worse than other nodes. We therefore assume that the rates of the links remain constant over the period of interest. All nodes are restricted to the same transmit power P during transmission.
III. fairMAC PROTOCOL For sake of clarity, we make some simplifying assumptions for the MAC layer. Since we are interested in high throughput for all nodes, we assume that all nodes operate in saturation mode, i.e., they are backlogged and we do not need to consider packet arrival processes in our analysis. Under this assumption, it was shown in [1] that the DCF of IEEE 802.11 is equivalent to a slotted CSMA with the two parameters slot length σ and transmit probability τ . We therefore base our protocols directly on slotted CSMA, which significantly simplifies presentation and comparison. In wireless networks, there are several reasons for packet losses. We include in our work packet losses because of interference (collision) but neglect other forms of packet losses. We further assume that control headers and acknowledgments (ACK) are transmitted at a base rate and that they can be decoded by all nodes in the network. To remain general, we assume that data packets are large enough such that the specific size of control data is negligible. Finally, we assume that ACKs never get lost.
A. Direct Link and CoopMAC
We start by defining the two reference protocols Direct Link and CoopMAC. 1) Direct Link [1] : When node k seeks to transmit a packet, it competes for the medium according to CSMA: if k senses the channel idle in time slot m, it initiates a transmission with probability τ in time slot m + 1. If no other node is transmitting at the same time, the AP can decode the packet and sends an ACK in return. Otherwise, a collision occurs; no ACK is sent by the AP; Node k declares its packet lost and will try to transmit again the same packet later.
2) CoopMAC in base mode [8] : All nodes initiate the transmission of an own packet in the same way as in Direct Link. Assume that node k initiates a transmission. We have to distinguish two situations.
• Node k has no helper. The transmission is performed according to the Direct Link protocol.
• Node k has a helper h. In this case, k transmits its packet to h at rate R kh . If h can decode the packet, it immediately forwards the packet to the AP at rate R h . The AP sends an ACK to k. If h cannot decode the packet because of collision, it remains idle. Node k detects the collision by not receiving the ACK. Node k declares its packet lost and tries to transmit the same packet again via h later.
B. fairMAC
CoopMAC was designed to maximize throughput. However, the resulting energy expenses of potential helping nodes compared to other nodes can become very large. Although a node addressed for help can in principal refuse to help, energy control at helping nodes is not incorporated in CoopMAC. This is because the source k decides when the helper h has to help: h forwards immediately the packet from k. In fairMAC, this decision is taken by h: node h stores the data from k and transmits it in conjunction with one of his own future packets. This procedure is managed in a distributed manner at source k and helper h as follows.
• Helper node h manages an additional, infinite packet queue for the packets to be forwarded. When h receives a packet from k, h adds it to this queue and notifies k by sending a "preACK" to k.
When node h initiates a transmission to the AP, it forms a joint packet consisting of own data from its buffer and data of up to Q packets from the forwarding queue. If there is no collision, the AP successfully decodes the joint packet and sends one "jointACK" to h and all other nodes with data in the joint packet. Node h receives the jointACK and removes the corresponding packets from the forwarding queue.
• Source node k tracks the packet delay at helper h by a state variable p that indicates the number of pending packets. Each time k transmits a packet to h and receives a preACK, it increases p by one. When p passes the maximum number of pending packets P , k directly transmits its current packet to the AP. When k receives a jointACK from the AP, it decreases p by the number of its pending packets that helper h finally forwarded to the AP in the corresponding joint packet.
IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS In this section, we derive analytic formulas for the throughput and cost of Direct Link and CoopMAC and show how these are related to fairMAC. Our derivations are inspired by [1] , but we follow the notation in [13] .
A. Direct Link and CoopMAC: Throughput and Transmission Cost
The network situation over time can be split into phases. In each phase, the network can either be idle, there can be a successful transmission, or there can be a collision. In the average, one network phase is idle for the time portion oft i , it consists in a successful transmission for the time portion oft s , and it consists in a collision for the time portion oft c . The probability p s that one specific node k transmits successfully in a given phase is given by p s = τ (1 − τ ) N −1 . The amount of data of one successful transmission is 1 nat, therefore, the throughput S(k) of node k is given by
Note that S(k) = S(l) for all k, l = 1, . . . , N, i.e., all nodes experience on the long term the same throughput in terms of nat/s. To calculate the energy that node k needs to spend per own data nat transferred to the AP, we need the notion of packet length. The packet length is the duration needed to transmit one packet from one node to another. For node k, it is given by t k = 1/R kh if k has helper h and it is given by t k = 1/R k if k transmits directly to the AP. Assume now that node k helps H k other nodes. The resulting cost per own transmitted nat is
where P is the transmission power, as stated before. Note that for Direct Link, we have H k = 0 for all nodes k = 1, . . . , N. It remains to explicitly calculatet s ,t i ,t c in (2). The probability of an idle phase is
The portiont i a phase is idle in the average is given byt i = p i σ. The transmission length is the duration one packet needs to travel from the source node to the destination. For node k, it is given by s k = 1/R kh + 1/R h if k has helper h and it is given by s k = 1/R k if k transmits directly to the AP. Note that for Direct Link, we have s k = t k for all nodes k = 1, . . . , N. The portion of successful transmission in one phase is now given byt s = N k=1 p s (s k + σ). Here, we have to add the slot length σ to the transmission length s k since every transmission is followed by an idle slot (no node will transmit right after an ongoing transmission since it first needs to sense an idle slot). For the duration of one collision, only packet lengths t k are relevant, since the helper node only forwards the packet if there was no collision in the first hop, and since forwarding happens immediately, there cannot be a collision in the second hop, see Subsection III-A2). To calculate the portion of collision in one phase, we assume without loss of generality that the set of packet lengths {t k } k=1,...,N is ordered, i.e., k < l ⇒ t k ≤ t l . The collision portiont c is then given bȳ
where the term (i) is the probability that node k transmits and nodes with packet length larger than t k (and possibly some nodes with packet length equal to t k ) do not transmit, and where the term (ii) is the probability that exactly l nodes with packet length smaller than or equal to t k transmit.
B. fairMAC is bounded by Direct Link and CoopMAC
If the maximum number of pending packets P at the source nodes and the maximum number of packets to be forwarded at a time Q at the potential helpers are both set equal to zero, fairMAC is equivalent to Direct Link. On the other hand, if P and Q are set to infinity, the source nodes with helper will always transmit via their helper, since the condition to use the fallback strategy is never fulfilled (number of pending packets is never larger than P = ∞). Some packets could suffer an infinite delay, but since a helper node forwards because of Q = ∞ all packets in its current queue when transmitting, infinite delay of a packet will only happen with zero probability. For a network with two source nodes, such that one can help the other, and a common AP, we formally state: Proposition 1. In a network with two source nodes n, h and one common AP, with associated rates such that h can help n in transmission, it holds that 1) For P = Q = 0, fairMAC is equivalent to Direct Link.
2) For P = Q = ∞, fairMAC converges to CoopMAC in probability in terms of transmit opportunities when the total number of successful transmissions to the AP goes to infinity, i.e., with probability one, both to n and h belong 1/2 of all successful transmissions and n can transmit all packets with the help of h.
Proof: Statement 1) follows directly from inspection of the protocols Direct Link and fairMAC as defined in Subsection III-A1) and III-B), respectively. For the second statement, we argue as follows: assume P = Q = ∞ and consider m successful transmissions. The random process {X i } i=1,...,m with support {0, 1} m models the sequence of m successful transmissions: let X i take the value 0 if the ith successful transmission was done by h and let it take the value 1 if the ith successful transmission was done by n. According to the definition of fairMAC, the random variables X i , i = 1, . . . , m are iid according to P [X = 0] = [X = 1] = 1/2. Denote by K m the number of subsequent transmissions of n that the transmission sequence ends with. The number of successful transmissions of n is now given by m i=1 X i − K m , since the last K m packets are transmitted from n to h, but not from h to the AP. To prove statement 2), it remains to show that for every ǫ > 0,
A rough sketch of how (5) can be shown can be found in the Appendix.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION We validate our results from Section IV by simulation via an implementation of fairMAC in MATLAB. We assume complex symmetric additive white Gaussian noise and Gaussian codebooks and identify the achievable rate R kl with the mutual information between sent and received signal as a function of the SNR at the receiver l, i.e., R kl = log(1 + SNR kl ) and R k = log(1 + SNR k ), where log denotes the natural logarithm and the rate unit is nat/s/Hz. The SNR is defined as the ratio between the transmission power P and the noise power times the attenuation factor of the signal between k and l (or k and the AP, respectively). We assume that the attenuation factor is given by the distance between k and l (or k and the AP, respectively) to the power of γ. We assume in this work γ = 3. The value of P is chosen such that the SNR of the node in the network that is farthest away from the AP is equal to 0 dB at the AP. Since the effective throughput for different nodes can vary over the users in the results from Monte Carlo simulation, we identify throughputs that result from simulation with the minimum of all effective throughputs observed at the nodes.
We consider the network shown in Fig. 1a . The potential helper h is in the middle between the two collocated nodes n 1 , n 2 and the AP. From the helper perspective, CoopMAC is optimum in terms of throughput and Direct Link is optimum in terms of cost, see Fig. 1b. In Fig. 1c, throughput gain The maximum number of pending packets at n 1 and n 2 is constantly set to P = 10.
increase compared to Direct Link of CoopMAC and fairMAC are displayed. As can be seen, fairMAC allows the helper to adjust the tradeoff between throughput and cost by choosing its local parameter Q. As we can infer from Proposition 1, fairMAC coincides with Direct Link at Q = 0. For Q large (≥ 5), both throughput and cost of fairMAC is close to CoopMAC, but slightly worse. This is because in fairMAC at large Q, node h occasionally transmits packets that are much longer than the largest packets in CoopMAC. These long packets can be involved in collisions, which is expensive. From a network perspective, if h operates at Q = 1, we can observe in Fig. 1b complete fairness in terms of throughput and cost: both are approximately equal for all three nodes in the network.
VI. CONCLUSIONS Under a full throughput fairness constraint, we identified a tradeoff between throughput and transmission cost for the uplink of WLANs managed by DCF. From the helper node perspective, no cooperation (Direct Link) is optimum in terms of costs while always cooperating (CoopMAC) is optimum in terms of throughput. We proposed the new distributed cooperative MAC protocol fairMAC that allows to adjust this tradeoff via the maximum number of packets Q forwarded at a time by helping nodes. Both theoretical analysis and Monte Carlo simulations approved the benefits of fairMAC. In the current form, each source node recruits at most one helper. It should be investigated if the recruitment of more than one helper can further improve the throughput/transmission-cost tradeoff and the additional benefits from receiver combining on the physical layer should be addressed. Also, more realistic models for wireless channels should be considered. 
First factor in (7):
Weak law of large numbers: right hand side of (12) goes to one for m → ∞. Second factor in (7):
Obviously, right hand side of (13) goes to one for m → ∞. Combining (12) and (13) shows (5).
